Custom Fabricated Duplex Strainers
With HI LCO’s Zero-Leak Transfer Valves

Duplex Basket Strainers have been a natural fit for HILCO for many years. HILCO has been manufacturing filter and strainer housings since the late 1940’s and we have been manufacturing duplex filters and strainers for over 40 years.

HILCO has a standard line of Duplex Strainers, but the majority of the strainers sold are custom made. Our strainer housings and valves are made from wrought materials – not castings. This permits welding and modifying to fit particular requirements.

Custom fabricated strainers may sound expensive, but instead offer a substantial cost advantage. By relocating connections or mounting, we can save our customers time, money and space.

You might also think a custom made strainer will leave you waiting months for delivery. Not so. Because we have all the building blocks in stock, you can have a custom built assembly in a matter of weeks.

Better than saving money and time is the fact that HILCO’s equipment is the best in the industry. Our zero-leak, low turning torque Transfer Valves are superior over any plug or tapered plug valve. They seal better and are easy to operate. Zero leak transfer valves are a must for fluids with low viscosities, like water or liquid fuel.

HILCO manufactures strainers with up to 10” connection sizes and can make strainers rated up to 3000 psi. We manufacture to ASME Code and a host of other construction codes recognized around the world.

HILCO strainer baskets come in a variety of filtration ratings and sizes. We can produce baskets that are mesh-lined or made from perforated sheet.

Options include, but are not limited to:
- ASME Code
- Straight-Through or Same Side Process Connections
- 316 Stainless Steel Construction
- Internal Bypass Valve
- Flanged Vents and Drains
- 3 coat Epoxy Paint System
- Differential Pressure Gauges and/or Switch
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